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THE PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia
("ECCC") is seised of the Appeal of Co-Lawyers for Civil Parties' against [the Co-Investigating
Judges '] Order on Civil Parties' Request for Investigative Actions Concerning All Properties
Owned by the Charged Persons filed on 21 March 2010 (''the Appeal"). I
I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
1. On 12 August 2009, the Co-Lawyers for the Civil Parties ("the Appellants") filed their Third
Request for Investigative Actions Concerning All Properties Owned by the Charged Persons
IENG Sary, IENG Thirith, NUON Chea, and KHIEU Samphan (''the Request")? In the
Request, the Co-Lawyers for the Civil Parties request that the Co-Investigating Judges: (i)
conduct a full investigation into the properties owned by the charged persons and place all
findings in the case file, (ii) take measures to preserve any properties of the charged persons
for reparation purposes, and (iii) identify properties transferred to family members of the
charged persons to determine the origins of the properties and whether the properties had
been obtained as a result of the position of the charged persons in the Khmer Rouge regime. 3
The Pre-Trial Chamber wishes to briefly note that the submissions from the Co-Lawyers for
the Civil Parties and all responses thereto, including subsequent appellate filings, are
classified as 'confidential.' The Pre-Trial Chamber is mindful of "the need to balance the
confidentiality of judicial investigations and of other parts of judicial proceedings which are
no! open to tht:!public with the need to ensure transparency of 1mblicproceedings and to meet
the purposes of education and legacy.,,4 The Pre-Trial Chamber has reviewed the
submissions and responses of the parties, including the excerpts that are reproduced in this
decision. On the basis of the principles noted above and taking note of the particular issues
raised in this Appeal, the Pre-Trial Chamber has determined that notwithstanding the
classifications suggested by the parties, this decision shall be a public decision.
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2. On 8 September 2009, the defence of IENG Sary ("the IENG Sary Defence") filed IENG
Sary's Response to the Co-Lawyers of Civil Parties' Third Investigative Request Concerning
the Properties Allegedly Owned by the Charged Persons ("the IENG Sary Response")
opposing the Request. 5

3. On 16 September 2009, the defence ofIENG Thirith ("the IENG Thirith Defence") filed the
Defence Objection to Civil Parties' Third Investigative Request Concerning Charged
Persons' Assets ("the IENG Thirith Objection") opposing the Request. 6

4. On 1 March 2010, the Co-Investigating Judges issued an order denying the Request ("the
Impugned Order,,).7 The Co-Investigating Judges provided the following grounds for issuing
the Impugned Order: (i) the Request falls outside the scope of the investigation, (ii) certain
components of the Request exceed the competencies of the Co-Investigating Judges, whose
role is limited to investigation, (iii) the international jurisprudence concerning freezing of
assets sets a high threshold for undertaking the actions sought by the Request and the CoInvestigating Judges have no evidence before them that suggests that the Appellants have
met that threshold, and (iv) the Defence Support Section has previously found the charged
persons indigent and the Co-Investigating Judges are not aware of any grounds to refute that
determination. 8

5. On 9 March 2010, the Appellants filed a notice of appeal against the Impugned Order tlhd6h
21 March 2010 the Appellants filed the Appeal. It is noted that four parties to the Appeal
were not party to the Request and are noted as being amongst those parties who have
'joined" in order to participate in the Appeal. As no objection has been made by any other
party and these parties clearly have an interest in the Appeal, the Pre-Trial Chamber permits
these parties to join the Appeal.

5 IENG Sary's Response to the Co-Lawyers of the Civil Parties' Third Investigative Request Concerning the
Properties Allegedly Owned by the Charged Persons, 8 September 2009, D193/2 ("the IENG Sary Response").
6 Defence Objection to Civil Parties' Third Investigative Request Concerning Charged Persons' Assets, 16
September 2009, D193!3 ("the IENG Thirith Objection").
7 Order on Civil Parties' Request for Investigative Actions Concerning All Properties Owned by the Charged
Persons, 01 March 2010, D193!4 ("the Impugned Order").
8 Impugned Order, paras 2-8.
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6. The Appellants submit that the Impugned Order contains the following errors of law and fact:
(i) the Impugned Order fails to safeguard and respect the rights of victims, as provided for in
Internal Rule 21 9 and international instruments, (ii) the Co-Investigating Judges erred in
finding that they are not the appropriate body for the enforcement of reparations at the
preliminary phase of proceedings, and (iii) the Impugned Order is based on a patently
incorrect conclusion of fact as the Appellants find that (a) there is evidence that the charged
persons benefitted financially from the alleged crimes, and (b) the Impugned Order is based
on speculation by the Co-Investigating Judges as to the findings of an ongoing
investigation. 1O In the Appeal, the Appellants request that the Pre-Trial Chamber vacate the
Impugned Order and instruct the Co-Investigating Judges to undertake the requested
investigative actions. I I

7. On 19 April 2010, the lENG Thirith Defence filed the "lENG Thirith Defence Response to
Civil Parties' Appeal Against Order on Civil Parties' Request for Investigative Actions
Concerning All Properties Owned by the Charged Persons ("the lENG Thirith Defence
Response,,).12 The lENG Thirith Defence submits that the Appeal should be dismissed
because (i) the requested relief is premature, (ii) the applicable law does not provide for
individual reparation, (iii) the investigative actions sought by the Appellants fall outside the
scope of the investigation, (iv) the Co-Investigating Judges are not the correct body to
enforce reparations, and (v) the Appellants wrongly submit that the evaluation of the
indigence of the charged persons is ambiguous and further provide no evidencetosuppbrt the
allegation that lENG Thirith possesses vast amounts of money stolen from revolutionary
funds. 13

Internal Rules (Rev. 5), as revised on 9 February 2010.
Appeal, paras 14-30.
II Appeal, para. 30.
12 Ieng Thirith Defence Response to Civil Parties' Appeal Against Order on Civil Parties' Request for Investigative
Actions Concerning All Properties Owned by the Charged Persons, 19 April 2010, D193!512 ("the IENG Thirith
Response").
13 !ENG Thirith Response, paras 3-17.
9

10
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8. By decision dated 5 May 2010, 14 the Pre-Trial Chamber notified the parties that the Appeal
would be determined on the basis of written submissions alone in accordance with Internal
Rule 77(3)(b).

9. On 10 June 2010, the Pre-Trial Chamber announced its disposition of the Appeal, indicating
that "[a] reasoned decision in respect of the Appeal shall follow in due course.

THEREFORE, THE PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER UNANIMOUSLY HEREBY:
DECIDES that the Appeal is inadmissible.,,15

II. ADMISSIBILITY

10. The Impugned Order was notified to the parties on 2 March 2010. The Appellants filed the
notice of appeal against the Impugned Order on 10 March 2010. The Appeal was notified on
1 April 2010 and therefore within the time provided for in Internal Rule 75(3) .

. Internal Rule 74(4) Grounds for Pre-Trial Appeals
11. The present appeal is submitted pursuant to Internal Rule 74(4)(a), 16 according to which a
Civil Party may appeal against any order of the Co-Investigating Judges refusing requests for
investigative action allowed under the Internal Rules.

12. The Request is submitted pursuant to Internal Rules 55(10) and 59(5).17 Internal Rule 55(10)
provides that:

At any time during an investigation, the Co-Prosecutors, a Charged Person or a
Civil Party may request the Co-Investigating Judges to make such orders or
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undertake such investigative action as they consider necessary for the conduct of
the investigation. If the Co-Investigating Judges do not agree with the request,
they shall issue a rejection order as soon as possible and, in any event, before the
end of the judicial investigation. The order, which shall set out the reasons for the
rejection, shall be notified to the'parties and shall be subject to appeal.
Internal Rule 59(5) provides that:
At any time during an investigation, the Civil Party may request the CoInvestigating Judges to interview him or her, question witnesses, go to a site,
order expertise or collect other evidence on his or her behalf. The request shall be
made in writing with a statement of the factual reasons for the request. If the CoInvestigating Judges do not grant the request, they shall issue a rejection order as
soon as possible, and in any event, before the end of investigation. The rejection
order shall state the factual reasons for rejection. The Civil Party shall
immediately be notified of the rejection order, and may appeal to the Pre-Trial
Chamber.
13. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the Appellants submitted the Request under both Internal
Rules 55(10) and 59(5). The Pre-Trial Chamber considers that the Request most closely
aligns with a request under Internal Rule 55(10) and will therefore be treated as such for the
remainder of this decision. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the considerations before the
Chamber in this Appeal are the same if the Request is characterised as a request brought
pursuant to Internal Rule 59(5) or as a request brought pursuant to Internal Rule 55(10).

14. Whilst the requested action is detailed in form, in order to be granted it must relate to an
investigative action allowed under the Internal Rules. A request for investigative action may
begrante(f by the Co~Investigaiing 'Judges' it the subjeCt matter Of the request is within

the

scope of the investigation. 18 Before the ECCC, the scope of an investigation is determined by
the submissions made by the Co-Prosecutors, being the Introductory Submission or any
Supplementary Submission. 19 In considering requests made under Internal Rule 55(10), the
Co-Investigating Judges are restricted by Internal Rule 55(2), which limits their investigation
to those facts set out in the Introductory Submission or a Supplementary Submission. 2o If a
request for investigative action concerns facts that are outside the scope of the facts set out in

18 See Internal Rule 55(2). In the Impugned Order, the Co-Investigating Judges noted that they have always been
bound by the fonnal scope of the investigation, See Impugned Order, para, 3 and footnote 2 for a short list of
previous orders of the Co-Investigating Judges reflecting the same.
19 Internal Rules 53 and 55(3).
20 Internal Rule 55(2),
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the Introductory Submission or a Supplementary Submission (such facts being 'new facts')
the Co-Investigating Judges do not have the authority to grant the request. If a request made
to the Co-Investigating Judges concerns new facts, Internal Rule 55(3) requires the CoInvestigating Judges to bring the new facts to the attention of the Co-Prosecutors. The CoInvestigating Judges may not investigate unless the Co-Prosecutors submit a Supplementary
Submission with respect to the new facts. Internal Rules 55(3) and 55(10) read together limit
the power of the Co-Investigating Judges to grant a request to only those matters that fall
within the scope of the investigation as shaped by the Introductory Submission or any
Supplementary Submission. 21

15. As has been previously articulated by this Chamber, the Pre-Trial Chamber finds that the
restriction imposed by Internal Rule 55(3) on the Co-Investigating Judges applies to requests
made by Civil Parties. 22 In the Combined Order Decision, this Chamber held that Civil
Parties, " ... can bring new facts to the attention of the [Co-Investigating Judges] or the CoProsecutors, but have no standing for requesting investigative actions for such facts unless
these are included by the Co-Prosecutors in a Supplementary Submission.,,23 Since the Civil
Parties lacked standing, the appeal was found inadmissible. 24

16. The Appellants submit that the Appeal is admissible on the basis of Internal Rule 74(4)(a).
The Appellants have not demonstrated that the requested investigative action is allowed
under the Internal Rules. The Internal Rules do not provide for expansion of an investigation , ..... .
by a Civil Party. The Co-Prosecutors have not expanded the investigation through a
Supplementary Submission that would permit the Civil Parties to request: (i) a full
investigative action concerning properties owned by the charged persons, (ii) preservation

21

Internal Rule 55(3) provides as follows:
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measures for any such properties, or (iii) identification of any transferred properties. The
ability to expand the investigation beyond the scope of the existing submissions rests with the
Co-Prosecutors alone. Since the Civil Parties lack standing to make the Request, the Appeal
is inadmissible on the basis of Internal Rule 74(4)(a).

Internal Rule 21

17. It is necessary to consider whether the Pre-Trial Chamber has a duty to otherwise consider
the matter as an appeal that is admissible on grounds other than Internal Rule 74(4)(a). The
Appellants have not submitted that the Appeal is admissible on the basis of Internal Rule 21.
The Pre-Trial Chamber takes notice that the Appeal is based on the Appellants' submission
that the Co-Investigating Judges are not strictly limited by the Internal Rules to the
submissions of the Co-Prosecutors, but must instead grant the Request on the basis of
Internal Rule 21. 25

18. Internal Rule 21 provides that:
1. The applicable ECCC Law, Internal Rules, Practice Directions and
Administrative Regulations shall be interpreted so as to always safeguard the
interests of Suspects, Charged Persons, Accused and Victims and so as to ensure
legal certainty and transparency of proceedings, in light of the inherent
specificity of the ECCC, as set out in the ECCC Law and the Agreement. In this
respect:
[ ... ]

.

.

.

c.'i'heECCC shall ensure that victims are· kept irifonned and that their rights are
respected throughout the proceedings;26
19. An appeal may be admissible under Internal Rule 21 if a party alleges the infringement of the
exercise of a right protected by Internal Rule 21.27 The Appellants contend that Internal Rule
21 "oblige[s] [the Co-Investigating Judges] to investigate the financial situation of the
Charged Persons and their families because [the Co-Investigating Judges have] to safeguard
and respect the right of Civil Parties to reparations and ensure this right is not on paper
Appeal, paras 16, 19.
Internal Rule 21.
27 The Pre-Trial Chamber has previously considered that the protection of a right found in Internal Rule 21 can serve
as a basis for admissibility of an appeal. See Public Redacted Decision on IENG Sary's Appeal Against CoInvestigating Judges' Order Denying Request to Allow Audio/Video Recording of Meetings w' IENG Sary at the
Detention Facility, 11 June 2010, A371/2112.
\ \ i eo
25

26
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only.,,28 In support of this claim, the Appellants state that Internal Rule 21 protects the
"fundamental right of the Civil Parties to reparation.',29 The Appellants assert that this
fundamental right can only be observed if the Co-Investigating Judges undertake the actions
contained in the Request "to enable Civil Parties to take the initiative for the enforcement of
a potential reparation order.,,3o

20. The Appellants misunderstand the application of the right to reparations. There is no
provision under applicable law or interest of a Civil Party or any other party that permits the
Co-Investigating Judges to undertake investigative action for a matter that is not within the
scope of the investigation as delimited by the Co-Prosecutors. Furthermore, the Appellants
cannot, by framing the right to reparations as a fundamental right under Internal Rule 21,
succeed in expanding the class of persons subject to making reparations from convicted
persons to those who are charged persons. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that a plain reading
of the Internal Rules leaves no room for doubt as to the class of persons who may be subject
to reparations.

21. The Pre-Trial Chamber further considers that the Appellants have based their Request and, in

part, their Appeal, on a mistaken contention that Civil Parties and victims shall receive
reparations. In the Requese l and in the Appeal,32 the Appellants submit that they have a right
to reparations. The Civil Parties only have the right to the possibility of an award of
reparations made by a competent chamber against a convicted person. The Civil Parties have '
a right to seek reparations, not a guarantee of the receipt of reparations. Whether or not an
award is made is solely within the discretion of the competent chamber only after a
conviction is recorded. It is the right to seek reparations, not the right to reparations, that may
be protected by the Pre-Trial Chamber pursuant to Internal Rule 21.
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22. The Appellants assert that in order to "implement" the "fundamental right to reparation," the
Co-Investigating Judges should "undertake steps to enable Civil Parties to take the initiative"
for enforcement. 33 The Appellants appear to link the text ofInternal Rule 113 to explain why
relief should be granted before a conviction and award of reparations. Internal Rule 113
provides that:
"Internal Rule 1l3. Enforcement of Sentences and Civil Reparation
1. The enforcement of a sentence shall be made at the initiative of the CoProsecutors. The enforcement of reparations shall be made at the initiative of a
Civil Party... ,,34
23. Contrary to the assertions of the Appellants, Internal Rule 113 does not give the Civil Parties
the right to initiate enforcement of reparations at the pre-trial stage of a criminal proceeding.
Internal Rule 23 quinquies specifies that reparations can only be awarded against a convicted
person. As reparations can only be awarded against a convicted person, reparations cannot be
enforced against an unindicted, untried and unconvicted person. It is outside the jurisdiction

of this Chamber to take measures to enforce a potential award of reparations prior to such
time as the competent chamber has determined guilt following a trial upon indicted charges,
recorded a conviction and determined an award of reparations, if any. While, as described
below, the Civil Parties have an interest in the assets of the charged persons, neither the
interest itself nor any right in respect of such interest has crystallised.

Pursuant to the

framework of this Court, the fact that no interest or right has crystallised is dispositive.
Granting the requested relief would place the Pre-Trial Chamber and the Co-Investigating
Judges in the position of acting beyond our collective jurisdiction.

24. The Pre-Trial Chamber takes notice of the fact that this limitation is specific to this Court.
Before other international courts, civil parties and victims may find that investigative actions
including tracing, freezing, seising and taking other preservative measures can be ordered
prior to a conviction and award of reparations. The statutory scheme of the International
Criminal Court ("the ICC") provides for such measures. The power of the ICC to order

33
34

Appeal, para. 17.
Internal Rule 113.
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individual reparations to victims is firmly established in Article 75 of the Rome Statute.

35

Crucially, the Rome Statute vests the Pre-Trial Chamber with the authority to seek
cooperation of States to "take protective measures for the purpose of forfeiture, in particular
for the ultimate benefit of the victims.,,36 These measures include the "identification, tracing
and freezing or seisure of proceeds, property and assets.,,37 Victims who have made requests
for reparations may directly request that the Pre-Trial Chamber consider taking the
aforementioned protective measures. 38 Moreover, the Rules of Procedure and Evidence
establish an enforcement mechanism for reparations awards in which the Presidency is
charged with seeking the cooperation of States to seise a sentenced person's assets and
property.39 The Pre-Trial Chamber of the ICC has interpreted these statutory provisions as
granting the chamber jurisdiction to take preventative measures for the purpose of securing
the enforcement of a future reparation award. 4o The Pre-Trial Chamber of the ICC relied
heavily on the particular statutory scheme of the ICC, finding that:
[i]n the Chamber's view, the reparation scheme provided for in the Statute is not
only one of the Statute's unique features. It is also a key feature. [... J In this
context, the Chamber considers that early tracing, identification and freezing or
seisure of the property and assets of the person against whom a case is launched
through the issuance of a warrant of arrest or a summons to appear is a necessary
tool [... J." [emphasis addedt
,

25. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the right to the possibility of an award of reparations as
provided for in the Internal Rules is very much more limited than the reparations scheme of
the ICC. The ability of the cOInpetent chamber of the ECCC to award reparations, being
limited to collective and moral reparations, is narrower than the grant of authority to order
reparations authorised in Article 75 of the Rome Statute. Furthermore, before the ECCC
there is no legal authorisation for a chamber to order the pre-trial freezing of assets, which is
explicitly provided for in the Rome Statute and the ICC Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
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The ECCC legal framework does not grant any organ of the Court jurisdiction to enforce a
reparation award. Finally, the Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the procedures related to the
reparations scheme before the ICC reflect the treaty-based nature of the Rome system,
42
insofar as judicial actions must take the form of requests for cooperation from States. The
position of the ECCC within the domestic court system of the Kingdom of Cambodia is
entirely unlike the legal foundation of the ICC. The differences in the legal framework and
jurisdictional scope of the ICC and the ECCC with respect to reparations for victims are
substantial and significant. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that it is bound by the rules and
principles enshrined in the legal framework of the ECCC. In this matter, the Pre-Trial
Chamber is unable to seek guidance on this issue from the practice of the ICC. The Rome
Statute and rules applicable before the ICC bear no resemblance to the relevant provisions in
the governing documents of the ECCC.

26. The Appellants have not shown that the failure by the Co-Investigating Judges to grant the

Request violates a fundamental right of the Civil Parties that is protected by Internal Rule 21.

27. The Appellants augment their submission that Internal Rule 21 requires the Co-Investigating

Judges to conduct the investigative action by citing international human rights instruments
and treaties. 43 Cambodia is a signatory to various international agreements and treaties,
including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ("the ICCPR,,).44 To the
extent that an alleged violation of an international instrument or treaty 'applicable in
Cambodia relates to a right that can be applied within the framework of this Court, Internal
Rule 21 provides that the rights of persons before this Court, including victims, shall be
safeguarded. 45 The Appellants have identified Article 2(3) of the ICCPR as providing the

Decision on Appeal of Co-Lawyers for Civil Parties Against Order 011 Civil Parties' 1fI.~~~.~~
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Article 2(3) provides that States Parties to the ICCPR

undertake as follows:

(a) to ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognised are
violated shall have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation
has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity;
(b) to ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto
determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or
by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of the
State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;
(c) to ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when
granted. 47

28. The Appellants have also noted that the United Nations Human Rights Committee General
Comment No. 31 advises that Article 2(3) of the ICCPR requires that "States Parties make
reparations to individuals whose rights have been violated. Without reparation to individuals
whose Covenant rights have been violated, the obligation to provide an effective remedy,

whic~ is central to the efficacy of article 2, paragraph 3, is not discharged.,,48

29. The Pre-Trial Chamber has considered whether the rights provided to victims pursuant to
international instruments and agreements extends to the particular question of whether the
right to an effective remedy requires the Co-Investigating Judges to undertake the requested
investigative actions. The right to an effective remedy, which is meant to protect victims, is a
rightthatapplies subsequent toati,nding.of a violation. No such finding of a. violation canhe
made in the pre-trial stage of a criminal proceeding.

30. The Pre-Trial Chamber observes that the Appellants do not assert that as a result of the
Impugned Order, the Civil Parties do not have an effective remedy.49 Nor do the Appellants
claim that without the requested relief, the Civil Parties will be without an effective remedy.
such, must protect rights found in the ICCPR, to the extent that such rights do not conflict with the rights and
obligations found in the constitutive documents of this Court.
46 Appeal, para. 20.
.
47 ICCPR, Article 2(3).
48 Appeal, para. 20 citing General Comment 31, para. 16.
49 In a separate appeal ground, the Appellants state that due to the expiration of the statute of limitations for civil
claims in the courts of Cambodia, the courts of Cambodia may not allow the Civil Parties to submit a civil claim.
Appeal, para. 25. This statement, read in its intended context as part of a separate appeal gro
. not made in
support of the Appellants' reference to Article 2(3) of the ICCPR.
Decision on Appeal of Co-Lawyers for Civil Parties Against Order 011 Civil Parties'
Actiolls Concemillg All Properties Owned by the Charged Persolls
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The Appellant states that "ECCC proceedings have to comply with international standards,,5o
and that the Impugned Order "violates the international, directly applicable and binding
treaties [SiC].,,51 The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that the Appellants' submission that the Court
has an obligation to investigate in order to "implement effective reparation borne by the
convicted person,,,52 without more, does not support their claim that the Appellants are
otherwise without an effective remedy. For the same reason, the Pre-Trial Chamber notes
that the Appellants have not made submissions on appeal in respect of the other international
instruments and treaties cited in the Appeal.

31. The Pre-Trial Chamber observes that the Human Rights Committee has recognised that in
certain cases, the right to an effective remedy may entail interim or provisional measures. 53
The Appellants have failed to plead that the requested relief constitutes interim measures and
that the requested interim measures meet the requirements for such measures under the
ICCPR. An applicant for interim measures must demonstrate that they would have a right to
a claim and that irreparable damage to such claim will result if the requested measures are
not provided for and implemented. 54 The Appeal does not establish the claim of the
Appellants with sufficient precision or clarity, nor do they inform the Pre-Trial Chamber of
the reasons why interim measures are necessary and appropriate in this case. The Pre-Trial
Chamber will not speculate as to whether the Appellant seeks a certain type of relief on
appeal. As the Appellant has not demonstrated that interim measures, on the basis of an
existing' interest should be granted, the Appeal is not admissible on the basis 'of"the
obligations of this Court pursuant to the ICCPR and Internal Rule 21.
Appeal, para. 20.
Appeal, para. 22.
52 Appeal, para. 22.
53 "The Committee further takes the view that the right to an effective remedy may in certain cases require States
Parties to provide for and implement provisional or interim measures to avoid continuing violations and to
endeavour to repair at the earliest possible opportunity any harm that may have been caused by such violations."
General Comment 31, para. 19.
54 Rule 92 of the Rules of Procedure of the Human Rights Committee provides that:
50
51

The Committee may, prior to forwarding its Views on the communication to the State party concerned,
inform that State of its Views as to whether interim measures may be desirable to avoid irreparable damage
to the victim of the alleged violation. In doing so, the Committee shall inform the State party concerned
that such expression of its Views on interim measures does not imply a determination on the merits of the
communication.
Rules of Procedure of the Human Rights Committee, U.N. Doc. CCPRlC/3/Rev.8, 22 Septe
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32. The Pre-Trial Chamber, having found that the submissions of the Appellants for the
application of Internal Rule 21 are not sufficiently precise or clear, will not consider appeal
grounds which require speculation on its part in respect of the claim being made and any
submissions in support of such claim. The Pre-Trial Chamber emphasises that the measures
requested by the Appellants, including conducting an investigation, tracing the provenance of
assets and implementing measures for preservation of assets, are courses of action that must
be authorised by law. This Chamber does not have jurisdiction to make orders that fall
outside the competence of this Court, as reflected in its governing law. In the context of
States party to the ICCPR, the judiciary has the responsibility to ensure the application of the
protections and rights found in the ICCPR within the exercise of their jurisdiction and not at
large. When properly seised of jurisdiction, this Chamber recognises appeals brought on the
basis of those rights of individuals that are protected by the ICCPR and the obligations of the
State Party with respect to those rights and individuals. The judiciary is limited by their
jurisdiction and cannot expand jurisdiction on the basis of obligations of the State as a party
to the ICCPR. To do otherwise would be to act outside of the law.

33. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds it appropriate to examine whether Internal Rule 21, interpreted
broadly, provides a basis for admissibility. The Pre-Trial Chamber cannot identify a present
interest of the Civil Parties, other than the right to seek reparations at the appropriate stage of
-tlie proceedings. This interest has not' been j eopardisedby: the Impugned Order. The· Pre~ Trial
Chamber cannot identify a present interest of the Appellants, but notes that they have
described the requested actions, specifically the identification of all properties and assets of
the charged persons and an examination of the acquisition history of the same, as a
"prerequisite" to "effective enforcement.,,55 The Appellants do not provide the legal basis for
adopting "prerequisite" actions, however described. At the highest, the Appellants are
asserting that they have concerns about what mayor may not happen in the future. 56
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34. In order to set aside the Impugned Order and order the Co-Investigating Judges to conduct
the investigative actions in the Request pursuant to Internal Rule 21, the Pre-Trial Chamber
considers that the Appellants must demonstrate a cognizable interest, even if it is a
contingent interest. The Pre-Trial Chamber has considered whether the Appellants have a
cognizable interest that is capable of protection by setting aside the Impugned Order. The
Appellants assert that the relief sought in the Request is meant to address the Civil Parties'
concerns with respect to two groups of assets: " ... not only assets that are unlawfully
acquired, which could be seised but also after 6 January 1979 legally acquired assets which
can not [sic] yet be seised. ,,57 The Appellant states that "the identification of the latter would
likewise facilitate the enforcement of a reparation order, if any."S8

35. The Pre-Trial Chamber interprets the first part of the first sentence in the excerpt in the
immediately preceding paragraph concerning the first group of assets to mean that the
Appellant believes that this Court has the power to seise unlawfully acquired assets at this
stage in the proceedings. Pursuant to the Law on the Establishment of the Extraordinary
Chambers (''the ECCC Law"),59 the only power of the Court to seise assets that have been
unlawfully acquired, or more specifically acquired by criminal conduct, rests with the Trial
Chamber. Article 39 new of the ECCC Law provides that:
Those who have committed any crime as provided in Articles 3 new, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8 shall be sentenced to a prison term from five years to life imprisonment.
.Iii .~ddiii6rito imprisonment,· dIe' Extraordinary Chamoef'orfne 'trial court· may"
order the confiscation of personal property, money and real property acquired
unlawfully or by criminal conduct.
The confiscated property shall be returned to the State. 60

36. Article 39 new does not empower or authorise the Pre-Trial Chamber or the Co-Investigating
Judges to seise unlawfully acquired assets for several reasons. First, seisure or confiscation of
unlawfully acquired assets may form part of the sentencing phase of the proceedings if so
properties to preserve those properties as reparation for Civil Parties applicants upon the issue of the Court[' s] final
decision." Request, para. 25.
57 Appeal, para. 17.
58 Appeal, para. 17.
59 Law on the Establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers, with inclusion of amendments as promulgated on 27
October 2004 ("the ECCC Law").
60 ECCC Law, Article 39 new.
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elected by the Trial Chamber. There must be a judgment leading to a conviction before a
sentence comprised of imprisonment and confiscation, if any, can be ordered. This capacity
naturally resides with the trier of fact, the Trial Chamber, and not with the Pre-Trial
Chamber. Second, the requirement that confiscated property be returned to the State means
that the Appellants are not the sole holder of an interest in unlawfully obtained assets. The
State is the future recipient of unlawfully obtained personal property, real property and
money if the Trial Chamber makes an order for confiscation. Since the Internal Rules and
ECCC Law do not give the Civil Parties the sole right to unlawfully obtained assets and
proceeds, the Appellants cannot claim to have a cognizable interest that supports the request
for investigative action. To set aside the Impugned Order in favour of the Appellants in
respect of unlawfully obtained assets would (i) potentially favour the interests of the Civil
Parties above those of the State without justification, (ii) presume the guilt of the charged
persons, and (iii) pre-judge the decision of the Trial Chamber to award reparations and/or
order confiscation, in the event of a conviction following a trial on an indictment.

37. It is noted that the inability of the Civil Parties to make a claim or request as a party having
an interest in unlawfully obtained property and assets accords with the division of powers
and rights between the respective parties to proceedings before this Court. 61 The provision
for confiscation of unlawfully obtained property and assets in Article 39 new is part of the
sentencing for a convicted person. Only the Co-Prosecutors may make submissions that are
penal in nature. 6~ The Civil Parties .support the Co-'Prosecutors at other stages of the·
0

proceedings, in particular to assist in establishing the truth relevant to the determination of
the guilt or innocence of an accused person. Confiscation of unlawfully obtained assets, if
any, is part of the sentence and is not linked to reparations or to the role of the Civil Parties.
The Appellants appear to ignore the possibility that the Trial Chamber may order a penal
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measure with respect to unlawfully obtained funds through confiscation, and instead base the
Request on the assumption that all unlawfully obtained assets may be used for reparations to
the Civil Parties. 63 As this is hot the case, the Appellants lack standing to make the Request.
For this reason, the Appeal is inadmissible on the basis of Internal Rule 21.

38. The Pre-Trial Chamber interprets the second part of the first sentence in the excerpt from the
Appeal found in paragraph 34 above to mean that the Appellants believe that this Chamber
should set aside the Impugned Order in order to allow the seisure of those assets of the
charged persons that were lawfully obtained after 6 January 1979. 64 The Pre-Trial Chamber
has examined this submission to detennine whether the Appellants have any cognizable,
albeit contingent interest in the lawfully obtained property of the charged persons, that falls
within the jurisdiction of this Court.

39. An award of reparations, if made by the Trial Chamber, may include associated costs to be
borne by the convicted person. This may require access to the assets of such a person.
Lawfully obtained, as well as unlawfully obtained assets may be utilised to comply with any
potential reparations order. This Court is not vested with the authority to take measures to
preserve the. assets of any charged person for any purpose. The applicable ECCC Law,
Internal Rules, Practice Directions and Administrative Regulations do not authorise this
Court to freeze, seise or preserve assets in the context of a claim for reparations. The ECCC
is'noiseised of jurisdiction to award damages orcompensation;~~Asthis Court cannot award·'
this relief, it is also not equipped with the procedural tools used by other courts to take
measures aimed at preserving assets for possible future disposition. The Appellants err in
basing the Appeal on the premise that the Pre-Trial Chamber could order the CoInvestigating Judges to conduct investigative actions to facilitate the seisure of assets of the
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charged persons at a later date. Furthermore, even if this Court had the authority to grant the
relief requested, it falls beyond the jurisdiction of this Court. The Appellants are seeking
relief to facilitate the preservation of assets. Since this Court lacks jurisdiction to implement
measures designed to preserve assets, the Appeal is further considered inadmissible.

40. There is no other provision in the Internal Rules or other law applicable before this Court that
would, even broadly interpreted, suggest that the Civil Parties have an interest in lawfully
obtained and unlawfully obtained assets of the charged persons that would permit seisure or
the taking of measures to facilitate seisure by the Pre-Trial Chamber or Co-Investigating
Judges.

41. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that the Civil Parties' rights provided for in Internal Rule 21 are
sufficiently safeguarded by the existing legal framework. The Pre-Trial Chamber finds that
Internal Rule 21 does not oblige it to interpret the Internal Rules in such a way that the
Appeal should be declared admissible.

For the above-mentioned reasons, the Pre-Trial Chamber decided as announced

In

determination on 10 June 2010.

In accordance with Internal Rule 77(13), this Decision is not subject to appeal.

Pre- Trial Chamber
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